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We begin with a short discussion of existing approaches to the description of nonequilibrium processes and the possibility of how to overcome the problem of the definition of temperature in this case. Next, we explain why the equations of fluxes and conductivities as derived in standard solid state theory have to be reconsidered. Starting from the Boltzmann equation then we derive expressions for the thermal and electrical conductivity with new qualitative and quantitative properties. These results are supported by comparison with experiments. 
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1. Introduction – temperature concept





Although there are extensive compilations of data for the thermal conductivity​[9]​, they are of limited value for the description of short laser pulse experiments because the experiments were carried out under steady state conditions where the electrons and phonons are described by a single common temperature. In metals, the contribution of the electrons to the thermal conductivity is about two orders higher than that of the phonon part. Therefore, we restrict us in the following on the former one. 
In the semi classical theory of conduction in metals the electronic thermal conductivity is defined by 
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where we have assumed without loss of generality that the heat is only carried by the electrons in a single band. Four points are remarkable in equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum924108  \* MERGEFORMAT (1):
1. The Fermi-Dirac-distribution indicates that we are very close to equilibrium. 
2. The temperature T is the same for electrons and phonons at all places and at all times. 
3.: The chemical potential µ (T) is usually taken as the Fermi energy µ0 at T=0K because the first correction is propor-
      tional to (kBT/µ0)2.
4. In pure systems the scattering time  is dominated by the electron-phonon scattering since the electron-electron 
     scattering is hindered by the exclusion principle.

For the description of short pulse laser interaction with metals we have to revise all four points: 
1. We need a nonequilibrium distribution function in view of the fact that the system may be far from equilibrium.
2. The electrons and phonons must be characterized by different temperatures where the electronic one can even exceed 
    the critical temperature of the system. 
3. Due to this possibility the temperature correction to the Fermi energy can be not insignificant. 
4. The electron-electron scattering must be taken into account while its phase space is enhanced. Therefore, it can even 
    become the primary process. 
The first task, the determination of the nonequilibrium distribution function, can be solved by a perturbation expansion of the Boltzmann equation 
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up to the second order where all terms, except the last one, keep their usual meaning. This additional term represents the phonon-assisted absorption or emission of photons and is discussed in more details in7. 
The expansion reads formally 
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where f0 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and the small parameter, p = · , is defined by
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where I(t) is the laser intensity,  the scattering time, n the electron density,  the laser frequency, and  the optical absorption depth. We skip the evaluation; this was done in 7; and we give here only the first and second order results
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where Te is the electron (quasi)temperature. Consequently, the short initial time is identified by the time needed for the establishment of the electron temperature. This time may be quite short due to the strong electron-electron interaction as discussed below. 
The temperature dependence of the chemical potential is found with a Sommerfeld expansion up to the 2nd order to 
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By means of the Fermi liquid theory one obtains for the electron-electron scattering time 
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where  can be taken from the experiment​[10]​ or calculated by means of an appropriate theoretical expression​[11]​,​[12]​. 
After insertion of equations  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum430959  \* MERGEFORMAT (5) to  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum995776  \* MERGEFORMAT (7) into equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum924108  \* MERGEFORMAT (1) and integration over the k-space we get for the thermal conductivity in first order 
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and in second order
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where the function z(Te, Tph) is defined by the ratio of the electron-phonon scattering time over the temperature dependent part of the electron-electron scattering time 
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The function G(Te) is specified in equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum376571  \* MERGEFORMAT (6) by the expression in the parentheses. The abbreviations N(Te, Tph, ) and p0(Tph, , t) have the following meaning. 
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The first term in equations  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum410085  \* MERGEFORMAT (8) and  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum892591  \* MERGEFORMAT (9), respectively, corresponds to the standard expression for the electronic thermal conductivity as predicted by the Wiedemann-Franz law. The subscript “LTE” indicates that the conductivity LTE is related to the case of local thermal equilibrium, i.e., Te=Tph=T.
It is worthwhile noting that the second order term possesses some peculiarities: It is explicitly depending on the laser properties (I0, , L) and on time. For this reason, a universal plot of the thermal conductivity as a simple function of temperature is not possible anymore. As an example, the values of 2 in figure 1 are calculated for the fluence F=50mJ/cm2, L=500fs, and =1eV. The abscissa in figure 1 has a double meaning: For the case of local thermal equilibrium, the three shorter curves runs up to the melting point and T represents the common temperature, Te=Tph=T, of the system. For the remaining curves T corresponds to the electron temperature, T=Te, because we have chosen a fixed Tph=300K for a better presentation. Additionally, we have incorporated the often used linear approximation of the electronic thermal conductivity.
	Figure 1: Thermal conductivity of gold for the case of nonlocal thermal equilibrium at fixed Tph=300K upper solid
 	                curve: 1+2, dotted curve: linear approximation, dashed-dotted curve: 2, and for the local thermal equilibrium 
                Te=Tph=T: lower solid curve 1, dotted curve: LTE, o experimental data taken from 8; for the laser parameter 
                used cf. text
Furthermore, it is remarkable that the incorporation of the electron-electron scattering improves the agreement between theory and experiment even in the case of local thermal equilibrium. But, we have to add that due to the explicit time dependence of 2 the upper full curve and the dash-dotted curve in figure 1 are only a snapshots, however  representative ones, taken at t=L. This aspect is more thoroughly explored in 7. 
Although the linear approximation results from  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum410085  \* MERGEFORMAT (8) in the limit z<<1 and kB·Te<<0 it has to be used with caution since, at least for gold, the true behavior is completely different for temperatures above 2000K. Instead of linearly increasing the thermal conductivity decreases roughly inversely proportional to Te. Closely related to this point is the behavior of the electronic thermal diffusivity, the ratio of the thermal conductivity over the electronic specific heat, ae. In the linear approximation ae is almost constant because both the electronic specific heat and the thermal conductivity are proportional to Te. In contrast to this it follows from equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum410085  \* MERGEFORMAT (8) 
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with b=42ph. As long as b is much smaller than unity the nonlinear diffusivity corresponds to the standard expression but if the electron temperature becomes high enough anl starts to decrease. Such a changed behavior must certainly have consequences for the calculation of the electron and phonon temperature distribution in metals. Since the thermal diffusivity and the transport of heat inside the metal are reduced at higher temperatures one anticipates a stronger increase of the temperatures near the surface. 
For example, b is approximately 8.4 for gold at Te=6000K. This way, the energy transport into the material is hindered leading to a further rise of the temperature in the surface region. A direct measurement of this effect is not possible but we can make an indirect check utilizing an experiment performed by Wang et al. (●)​[13]​. The authors have measured the maximum of the electron temperature at the surface. 

Figure 2: Maximum electron temperature of gold as a function of the delay time, experimental (●) and calculated 
behavior; for details see text.
The gold sample has been irradiated with two almost identical pulses at different delays Δt as indicated in figure 2. The curves were calculated by means of the extended two temperature model (ETTM)​[14]​, which is based on the hyperbolic differential equation, with  in the linear approximation (dashed curve) and with the above nonlinear expression (dotted and full curves). The horizontal curve corresponds to the maximal electron temperature available with the single laser pulse I1. For two delayed pulses this means that the temperature produced by the first pulse is completely relaxed before the second pulse arrives. The agreement with the theory (dotted curve) is perfect. The same is true for the zero delay (full curve). Taking, however, the linear relation (dashed curve), the electron temperature stays below the maximum because the transport into the metal is to fast. It should be mentioned that the two temperature model, which is based on the parabolic differential equation, gives too low values even if we take the nonlinear conductivity. The physical origin is lying in the prediction that a temperature gradient is build up instantaneously. In the ETTM, however, there is a delay, which is governed by Allen’s​[15]​ temperature relaxation time. 
In the next section we give a brief overview about the change of the electrical and optical properties. 

3. Electrical conductivity – optical properties

Up to second order the electrical current is represented by 
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Restricting ourselves to the first order term and taking into account that odd powers of the velocity vanish we obtain from equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum850349  \* MERGEFORMAT (13) for the electrical conductivity 
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where we have neglected the thermoelectric contribution because it contributes only small correction as shown in​[16]​. A much more detailed treatment including the second order contributions was published in​[17]​ .
After integration we obtain for the complex electrical conductivity 
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with the new abbreviation 
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The interested reader can find details again in7 or16. For a cw-laser the Drude expression follows from equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum283917  \* MERGEFORMAT (15) in the limit z<<1. Although in the static case the corrections to the electrical conductivity are comparable to the thermal one their quantitative contribution is reduced for >0 through the additional term 2D2. Nevertheless, we shall see that the optical properties react quite sensible even to small corrections. They can be determined using the familiar relation between the frequency dependent conductivity and the dielectric function 
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from where the reflectivity, e.g., follows by 
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Figure 3 shows a comparison between the measured relative change of the reflectivity​[18]​ and the theoretical calculation. The measurements of reflectivity were carried out in a pump probe experiment at incident angles of 43° for the pump and 48° for the probe pulse on a 20 nm thick sample of gold. The laser was p-polarized with I=10GW/cm2,  L=120fs, and =2 eV. Taking these experimental inputs, we have calculated the electron and phonon temperatures with the ETTM. These values were inserted into equation  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum258454  \* MERGEFORMAT (18) with (, Te, Tph) given by expression  GOTOBUTTON ZEqnNum283917  \* MERGEFORMAT (15). Additionally, the normalized electron temperature is plotted in figure 3 to illustrate the physical origin of the damped wavy structure of the reflectivity. In the ETTM an electron temperature wave is running through the film and is reflected back and forth from the rear side. This gives rise to the undulatory appearance. 
	
Figure 3: Normalized transient thermal reflectivity of gold as a function of time. The experiment is taken from 17. See
text for the details of the theoretical calculations. 
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